Castles

A+ level project (50 points) requires time outside the classroom period

Create a power point showing medieval castles of Western Europe. Make sure your power point program is compatible with Learwood. Save onto disc or c.d. that can be handed into the teacher. Do not just save on Learwood site.

Requirements
1. Your must have a creative title page that also includes your name and class period.
2. You must have ten content slides (no "The end" counted as slide)
3. You must have a castle slide from each of the following countries – this slide must contain not only a picture but a name, location, and brief description.
   1. England
   2. France
   3. Germany
   4. Spain
   5. Ireland
   6. Scotland
3. Slides 7-10 can show a particular aspect of castles – example the keep, moat, main hall, tapestries, furniture – This should be accompanied by a description of the function of the area.
4. Slide 11 should be a reference slide of your sites (remember no search engines but actual sites).
6. Present to the class.